
The Bad Elements nod in agreement.

INT. ZEBUBB AND BREWSTER ARCHITECTS - DAY51 51

Ted works at a Draughtmans’ table. Across the office, the 
boss -- BRYAN ZEBUBB -- watches him from his office. A large 
Krispy Kreme box sits open on the desk behind him.

A SECRETARY crosses to Ted and whispers in his ear, nodding 
towards the office, as she moves away she is whistling 
‘SMILE’ to herself. Ted looks at her quizzically. Before 
making his way across the floor and knocking. 

ZEBUBB
Come in.

TED
You wanted to see me, Bryan?

ZEBUBB
Mister Zebubb. Shut the door, 
Strangelove.

Ted looks confused as he sits.

TED
Mister Zebubb? Say, you mind if I 
grab a donut--

Zebubb slams shut the box.

ZEBUBB
Do I mind? Yes I do. That’s right, 
Strangelove. Things are changing 
around here. Starting with this..

He pushes a blueprint across the desk.

TED
My Library Design? I don’t *
understand.. *

ZEBUBB
Here are my notes. *

He throws a thick file across to Ted.

TED
But you said so yourself. You said--

ZEBUBB
Forget what I said, Strangelove. 
I’ve changed my mind. 
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Now you’d better shape up. I’ve got 
my eye on you.

TED
Mr.Zebubb, I put everything into *
that.You know I did-- *

ZEBUBB
That’s all for now. I got my eye on 
you, see? No room for passengers on 
my ship, you understand? You got 
two days to fix this. Now get back 
to work.

Ted heads back to his desk -- confused and hurt. Zebubb 
watching him through his office blind.

INT. WICKER ELEMENTARY, CLASSROOM - DAY52 52

Miss Howie sets mental arithmetic problems for the class on 
the white board.

Ruby stares hard at Einstein, she is a picture of 
concentration. 

MISS HOWIE
Now, lets assume that I have thirty 
six hundred and forty eight apples, 
and I need to divide them between 
twelve grocers-- 

SCOOTER
Three hundred and four.

MISS HOWIE
Very good Joshua, everyone gets 
three hundred and four apples. What 
if I say that it takes six hours to 
fly from the capital of Peru--

Einstein’s hand reaches out and balls up a piece of paper. He 
looks at his hand -- he is not doing this.

SCOOTER
Lima.

MISS HOWIE
Okay... to the capital of Uruguay--

SCOOTER
Montevideo.
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